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Abstract

Purpose: The aim of this article is to propose an alternate for F.R. B.R.

Methodology: The methodology is based on library investigation and Web searching.

Findings: In this article every bibliographical entity is studied from eight approaches: the first is ontological one which deals with three equal-valued elements with which the entity comes into being. They are author (corporate body), title and subject. The second approach is called epistemological by which any narration or characteristics belonged to the three above mentioned elements appears here. In the two next steps, it is obvious that any entity is covered by time and space; therefore all characteristics for these two come here. In the fifth and sixth approaches, called behavior and effect, all notions which explain these two appear here. At the end, the two last approaches, called structural and measuring, any item which describes the structure and quality or quantity which belonged to the entity is shown here.

Originality/Value: All other formats for organizing knowledge such as Dublin Core, Mark, TIA. MODES, Taxonomy, Folksonomy have solved a portion of the problems in the case. This new approach, according to the author’s view will solve many limits on the way and can be a good alternative for F.R.B.R.
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